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DATA PRODUCTS
Data products

GGS harmonized data
- Poland wave 2
- Wave 3 (ongoing)
  - Netherlands
  - Hungary
  - France
- Teaching dataset (expected 2018)

Contextual database
- Sweden
- Multilinks database
Data products

Contextual database

• New governance
• Implementation of PX-Web
• Consultation on the list of indicators
  o More efficient data collection, especially for national teams
  o A promotion strategy
Data products

A contextual indicator in the online platform under development

Contact: arianna.caporali@ined.fr
Harmonized Histories

• Belarus (released)
• Uruguay (released)
• Canada (2018)

Associated Surveys

• Netherlands Kinship Panel Study (NKPS)

Interested in harmonizing a dataset?

Please contact Judith koops@nidi.nl
Data products

GGP 2020 test
• Belarus (released)
• Kazakhstan (ongoing)
• Latvia (2018)
• Buenos Aires (2018/2019)

Pilot web survey
• Portugal (ongoing)
• Germany (any moment)
• Croatia (2018)

More about GGP 2020 and pilot later
DISSEMINATION
**User activity**

- Unique users: 3,912
  - 10% increase
- Newsletter: 1,199 readers
- Bibliography: 1,220 entries
- Social media: 699 followers

Please send info GGP publications to ggp@nidi.nl
Dissemination

**Nesstar** – Sessions per month and bounce rate

Period since last CoP

- **Estimated First Time Visits**
- **Sessions from Returning Visitors**
- **Bounce Rate**
Dissemination

- Promotional material
- GGP webinar
- Stakeholder seminar Brussels

The Future of the Generations to come: Youth, Work-Life-Balance and Solidarity in Europe

Planned for 2018

- GGP animation
- Dutch Stakeholder seminar

Would you like to receive promotional materials? Please contact Deirdre Casella@nidi.nl
Dissemination

Conference attendance

Asian Population Association Conference + regional meeting
  • 11-14 July 2018 (Shanghai, China)

International Conference: Methodology of Longitudinal Surveys
  • 25-27 July 2018 (Essex, UK)

Latin American Population Association Conference + regional meeting
  • 23-26 October 2018 (Puebla, Mexico)

BigSurv
  • 25-27 October 2018 (Barcelona, Spain)

European Survey Research Association
  • 15-19 July 2019 (Zagreb, Croatia)
Thank you